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Preface 
 
ArtWorks: Developing Practice in Participatory Settings is an initiative of the Paul 

Hamlyn Foundation (PHF) established in 2011 and continuing to March 2015. It is a 

workforce development initiative that seeks to meet the needs of artists at different 

stages in their careers – from the aspiring young artist embarking on training, to 

experienced practitioners who wish to develop their practice. It is seeking to build on 

good practice to enhance the existing development infrastructure. 

 

The overall aim of ArtWorks is:  

 

To support the initial training and continuing professional development of artists 

working in participatory settings. This will enhance the quality of people's 

engagement in arts-led activity and the arts, and create a more professional and 

confident sector whose work is valued and seen as important. 

 

Key objectives: 

 

• To support partnership working and pathfinder projects to develop, pilot and 

embed training and continuous professional development opportunities for 

artists working in participatory settings at all stages in their careers and 

develop the support infrastructure; 

 

• To develop a better understanding of what constitutes quality in the work 

through sharing good practice across art forms and demonstrating positive 

outcomes for participants engaged in arts-led activity and the arts; 



• To gather, document and disseminate compelling evidence of positive impact 

as part of a wider strategy to achieve significant shifts, nationwide, through the 

facilitation of shared thinking across agencies and settings about workforce 

development issues for artists working in participatory settings. 

 

Within the programmes of work undertaken by the five pathfinder partnerships, a 

large body of learning has accrued over the four years of activity and we 

commissioned a series of Working Papers that sought to crystallise this learning. The 

purpose of this suite of Working Papers is to assimilate and summarise this learning 

and extrapolate key messages to inform the ArtWorks programme and also the wider 

community of practice with an interest in this work.  

 

This final working paper outlines what has been learnt about partnership working as 

we reach the final phase of the initiative. 
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1 Introduction 
 
This paper draws on the Interim Evaluation Report (dha & the Institute for Cultural 

Practices, 2013), the Final Evaluation Report (dha & the Institute for Cultural 

Practices, 2015), evaluations from three of the individual pathfinder programmes and 

a series of interviews and conversations held with pathfinders and partners towards 

the end 2013 and in early 2014. Quotations used in this report are from these 

interviews and conversations, except where specified.  

 

The initiative emerged after a period of research and consultation undertaken 

between 2009 and 2010. The outcome of this research was a special initiative that 

would support a series of ‘pathfinder’ programmes that would be organised around 

clusters of artists, arts organisations training providers and employers, and would 

explore the development of holistic approaches to provision across a wide 

geographical area addressing the gaps and needs outlined in the initial research.  

 

It was proposed that the pathfinders would share common approaches to working 
and activities. Each would have a specific focus on key questions and issues but 

would work collaboratively as a network and a community of engagement. This would 

cascade learning, share practice and move the work forward and therefore generate 

the change required within the field.  

 

The pathfinders were not homogenous: each addressed different specific needs and 

gaps. They were designed to be able to respond to local need and specific priorities. 



They did, however, share a ‘common frame of reference’. From the research and 

consultation phase, it was suggested that criteria for the selection of pathfinder 

programmes would include: 

 

• Evidence of the wish to encourage risk and experimentation in order to move 

the practice on to another level 

• A cluster of organisations that genuinely want to effect change in the practice 

and can demonstrate the work is not a funding driven ‘bolt on’  

• Leadership with the knowledge, skill, commitment, time and resource to move 

the programme forward 

• Evidence that the work of the pathfinders will be sustainable beyond the 

programme and can be integrated or embedded within provision, as this will 

be critical to achieving the culture shift 

 

We also required all pathfinders to demonstrate how they would incorporate the 

following common characteristics: 

 

• Works as a ‘cluster’ that engages employers, artists and training providers and 

has higher education engagement/initial training links 

• Creates a community of practice / networking opportunities 

• Offers a range of CPD provision at different levels 

• Generates cross art form learning 

• Generates partner to partner learning 

• Explores methodology 

• Maps provision within the cluster and signposts artists to opportunities 

• Transfers next practice and has a commitment to research and evaluation 

• Is capable of long term sustainability through partnership 

 

From this background, it is clear that ArtWorks was a programme designed around a 

mode of delivery premised on collaboration, partnership and collective working 

at two levels. Individual pathfinders would be formed of partnerships and the 

pathfinders would also form a network, a community of engagement and practice that 



would over a three year period cascade learning and generate change within the 

field.  

 

Thus, ArtWorks required the development of collaborative systems. More than 100 

partners from further and higher education providers, employers and commissioners, 

artist led agencies and organisations and funders and policy makers were involved. 

The leadership of the pathfinders also differed with two being led by higher education 

institutions (HEIs), one by a funder and the other two by arts organisations. The 

relationships and modes of interaction therefore varied greatly across the pathfinder 

programmes. 

 

ArtWorks was, like all PHF funded initiatives, a change programme and it was felt at 

the onset that this collaborative mode of delivery would assist in effecting the change 

we sought within the practice. 

 

 

2 Context 
 

At the time ArtWorks was being developed, a great deal of research and 

development was taking place within the sector around collaborative working. 

Specific funds were being allocated for collaborative work (for example the Arts 

Council England ‘Thrive’ programme), and programmes like Missions Models Money 

explored collaborative working through pilot projects and wider research. The main 

drivers for this work were that:  

 

• Competition for resources by individual organisational units was felt to be 

problematic, particularly where resources are limited 

• Collaborative models were thought to hold the potential for more efficient ways 

of working, enabling both reduced cost and greater opportunity for more 

effective delivery (through leverage, greater ambition, being able to do things 

together than could not be done individually) 

 

Work like Mission Models Money’s report Fuelling the Necessary Revolution (2010) 

identified a spectrum of nine organisational structures which support different types 



of collaboration. This thinking and other research highlighted the challenges of 

working in collaboration, some of the different things collaborative working required 

and the perceived value of collaborative working. More generally, this work and 

others – such as Becker’s Art Worlds (1984) – places the different elements and 

units of artistic production in a model which acknowledges a wider ‘world’ or system.  
 

It was against this backdrop that ArtWorks was designed, as we believed to effect 

change in provision for artists working in participatory settings it needed to happen 

through collaborative working across the system. 

 

Within the ArtWorks programme there are different collaborative models. We have 

monitored these throughout the four years of the initiative to identify strong models 

and those needing improvement. We were interested in several questions from the 

onset of the initiative: 

 

• What collaborative systems work most effectively to address the needs of 

partners, artists and employers? 

• What are the key success factors in partnership working and collaboration? 

• To what extent does the strategic intent of the lead organisation and the 

partners align with the strategic intent of the initiative and ultimately with the 

needs of the artist? 

• How can we develop a cross sector conversation that will generate better 

aligned understanding and provision for artists and employers? 

 

 

3 The pathfinders 
 
The individual pathfinders had different approaches in the internal organisation of the 

pathfinder, and in their engagement with external individuals and organisations. This 

section offers a brief overview of each pathfinder and collates material from the Final 

Evaluation Report and elsewhere to give a sense of these different approaches. 

Included in Appendix A to this report are the pathfinder models produced as part of 

the Final Evaluation Report.  

 



3.1 The different models 
 

ArtWorks Scotland is led by Creative Scotland, a funding body. The pathfinder is 

led by a member of Creative Scotland’s staff and supported by a freelance Project 

Manager and commissioned researchers. This national intervention involves a 

breadth of partners, arts organisations, umbrella organisations representing artists 

and further and higher education providers, some of whom were involved in advisory 

structures and many of whom have been funded to carry out action research 

projects.  

 

The Final Evaluation Report notes the following reflections on ArtWorks Scotland: 

 

• Many of the ‘outputs’ of the project are owned by individual partners (including 

artists, training providers and arts organisations), who have been funded by 

Creative Scotland to undertake work within a framework of objectives 

• Creative Scotland has looked for ways to build upon existing structures or 

place new material with partners, particularly where learning or approaches 

can be shared/accessed across the sector 

• Through significant small-scale pilot working, Creative Scotland has engaged 

with a large number of partners, in different parts of ‘the system’ 

• Creative Scotland has also looked at the ways in which – as a funder and 

policy-maker – it can develop its practice to influence the sector more widely  
 

ArtWorks North East is led by the University of Sunderland in partnership with nine 

arts and cultural partners and is informed by collegiate working and shared 

development of programmes and solutions. The project is led by an Associate Dean 

within the University and there is a Project Manager.  The research element of the 

pathfinder involved partners from across the pathfinder and a range of individuals 

from within the University of Sunderland from different departments, so relatively little 

external research support was brought into the pathfinder. 

 

 

 

 



The Final Evaluation Report notes the following reflections on ArtWorks North East: 

 

• ArtWorks North East operated a model of shared decision-making and 

collective delivery, with sub-groups taking responsibility for different activity 

areas 

• Partners individually took a lead in activity areas where they had particular 

expertise, an idea or methodology which they wanted to try out 

• Partners were also important in providing access to communities of 

practitioners and other groups and organisations, who contributed to research, 

events and pilot activity 

• ArtWorks North East has worked on some activities which have sought to build 

‘open access’ models of support (rather than developing products to be owned 

by individual partners)  

 

ArtWorks London is led by Barbican Guildhall which is a joint venture between an 

arts and cultural venue and a conservatoire. It is led by the Director of Creative 

Learning within Barbican Guildhall and, since year two, with support from a 

Partnerships Manager. ArtWorks provided an opportunity to embed new ways of 

working within the newly merged organisational functions, bringing together creative 

learning, artistic programming and the Guildhall provision under one umbrella. 

ArtWorks London revised their plans after the first year in order to extend their work 

across London.  

 

The Final Evaluation Report notes the following reflections on ArtWorks London: 

 

• ArtWorks London has had access to a wide range of partners (through existing 

and new relationships) and took some time to develop specific relationships as 

part of the pathfinder activity 

• Partners have been involved in contributing to consultations, research and 

events, and in bringing some of their connections and communities into those 

processes 

• ArtWorks London developed a range of projects which were led by other 

partners, who had made proposals which supported the activities of the 



pathfinder, providing mutual benefit whilst enabling the partner to take 

ownership of their project 

• There are also examples of co-lead and co-designed projects, with the 

Barbican Guildhall collaborating with a partner, and outputs being ‘co-owned’  

 
ArtWorks Cymru is led by Welsh National Opera and comprises six main partners 

who work collaboratively and are supported by an external facilitator, Annabel 

Jackson. In the second year significant progress was made in developing 

relationships with Arts Council Wales and with FE and HE partners. This growing 

range of connections was important and significant efforts have been made to ensure 

that the project delivers on its national responsibilities. 

 

The Final Evaluation Report notes the following reflections on ArtWorks Cymru: 

 

• ArtWorks Cymru has had a formal partnership which shared responsibilities for 

designing the activities, supported by a facilitator; however, the Project Lead 

has been the significant, driving force for the pathfinder 

• Partners have contributed through this design, through accessing their 

communities, through putting forward projects for testing a reflective learning 

model and through participating in events 

• The project has sought to build a community of practice through online 

networks and events 

 

A range of partners, including the national funding agency, has come forward to 

engage with the project throughout the last year.  

 
ArtWorks Navigator is led by the Foundation for Community Dance (now People 

Dancing) and is a consortia of six national membership organisations. Their 

combined reach to artists and focus on workforce development issues meant that this 

pathfinder had a unique role to play within the initiative. They helped in connecting 

the other pathfinders and creating a route for the findings across ArtWorks to be 

shared with and tested by artists. 

 

The Final Evaluation Report notes the following reflections on ArtWorks Navigator: 



• ArtWorks Navigator operates as a consortium of equal partners, with an 

ongoing process of shared design and decision-making taking place 

• Each partner has brought with them access to: communities of practitioners; 

participation in relevant debates and consultations; their own activities which 

they undertake with and for artists 

• Each partner led a consultation/research process with the communities which 

they could access 

 

Some partners have then led on developing responses in particular areas, either 

because they had access to particular areas of influence, or because they were 

interested and prepared to lead on activities.  
 

3.2 Comparing the models 
 

The Interim Evaluation of ArtWorks noted that it took the pathfinders time to build 

relationships and partnerships, and that some had needed to review these structures 

post-bid.  

 

The initial process of developing partnerships was different for all pathfinders. In 

some cases the partners had already worked together (Navigator) or lead partners 

were already merged (London), whilst in other cases they had come together through 

the bidding process or in immediate response to it (Cymru and North East). In the 

Interim Evaluation Report, and through interviews and discussions undertaken by the 

Project Director, the following reflections emerged: 

 

‘I think we probably missed one or two people out in developing the 

partnership. I think we sort of ran out of time to rationalise the partners.’ 

(Pathfinder – Core Team) (Interim Evaluation Report) 

 

‘…well, it happened that I was in on a meeting, something about championing 

arts for children, and [Project Lead] was at that meeting... Following the 

meeting, [the Project Lead] grabbed me and said, ‘we must talk’!’ (Pathfinder 

Partner) (Interim Evaluation Report). 

 



‘When we heard that there were several organisations in the region interested 

in bidding, the Project Director suggested we broker a partnership so we did.’ 

(Pathfinder – Core Team) 

 

It is clear that different contexts have required different partnership approaches and 

solutions. For example, in London it was difficult to establish a network because of 

the large number of organisations and the differences in their capacity (Jackson, 

2014). Barbican Guildhall were already developing their partnership and ArtWorks 

was a catalyst for them to assist with this process. They adopted an approach that 

moved from consultation to project-based delivery partnerships with other 

organisations:  

 

‘This released a greater energy than would have been the case had each 

stage initially required a consensus across a large, changing and naturally 

self-interested group of organisations.’ (Jackson, 2014) 

 

A similar method was adopted by Creative Scotland who recognised that a traditional 

‘top down’ approach to funding partners would be unsuitable for the project. To 

achieve a different approach, ArtWorks Scotland occupied a position both within and 

out with Creative Scotland. It was semi-autonomous with a semi-corporate identity: 
 

‘It was important for AWS to ensure that it was understood as being partially 

independent of Creative Scotland and as responsive, flexible and supportive 

to sector needs. To take forward the complex range of pilot projects proposed, 

it was important to develop strong and trusting partnerships with organisations 

and institutions in the sector and to create an environment in which change, 

challenge, success and failure could come together to create quality learning 

for all sides’ (Creative Scotland, 2014). 

 

Thus, Creative Scotland worked to encourage solutions from within the sector, rather 

than prescribing a centralised approach. This has had a major impact on the 

sustainability of the ArtWorks Scotland programmes.  

 



However, a limitation of this approach means that many partners will have engaged 

with parts of the programme rather than seeing the ‘full picture’. The Final Evaluation 

Report notes that some partners at a relative distance from regular pathfinder activity 

were sometimes frustrated about the lack of clarity or perceived progress. 

  

In the other three pathfinder programmes, differing levels of formality existed, 

Memorandum of Understanding/ Agreements were drawn up and this appears to 

have helped some of the projects to ensure clarity on roles and responsibilities as 

well as expectations and behaviours: 

 

‘Agreements have no teeth but can be useful at the onset.’ (Pathfinder - Lead) 

 

‘The core group signed up to a table… defining expectations. These were 

precise and behaviour based.’ (Pathfinder – Facilitator) 

 

However, in all three pathfinders the partners were to assume some responsibility for 

programme and project delivery. For example, Artworks Cymru operated with a core 

group of people who were involved in delivering the pilot projects and this single layer 

of decision making was easy to communicate. By comparison, Navigator developed 

a more dispersed partnership model with individual partners taking the lead on 

projects within the overall programme. This was similar to the approach adopted in 

the North East.  

 

 

4 Learning  
 
The relationship between collaboration and partnership is complex and the two words 

are often used interchangeably.  

 

It is arguable that partnerships allow collaboration to happen by creating the right 

conditions and systems. Whereas, collaboration is a process, a means of working 
together to tackle issues and problems.  
 



We will therefore examine our learning in relation to both the mechanics of 

partnerships (conditions and systems) and the application of partnerships (processes 

and outputs). 

 

As already noted, the wide range of partnerships within the ArtWorks initiative all 

developed differently but there are several key learning points that have emerged 

from this development process. These are arranged around seven themes.  

 

Clarity of roles, responsibilities and commitment 
 

A strong learning point from across the pathfinders is that, regardless of the structural 

form adopted, there is a need to be clear about roles and responsibilities as well as 

the processes for decision making and communication:  

 

‘Clarity on roles and decision making as well as time commitment and 

responsibility of partners is needed and this should have been clear from the 

onset.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

The Final Evaluation Report notes that collective decision-making processes did not 

necessarily translate at the beginning into a shared understanding of the project, 

roles and responsibilities.  

 

Several pathfinders noted the importance of the commitment of organisations to the 

partnership rather than individuals: 

 

‘Some partners were able to make decisions within their organisations 

because of their role but others weren’t. This affects autonomy and 

engagement as well as effectiveness.’ (Pathfinder – Lead) 

 

‘We were CEOs talking to CEOs and this meant we had the authority to act on 

decisions. If we say we will do something we have the power to do so.’ 

(Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

 



Getting to know each other 
 

A second key area of learning in relation to establishing partnerships is that the initial 

work undertaken to establish a partnership is critical. We found that it was important 

at the onset of all partnerships that partners spend time identifying the key things that 

would add value to their individual organisations and some pathfinders began by 

mapping some of their activities and/or knowledge.  

 

This process of getting to know one another was also important as different partners 

bring different cultures to the collaborative process. This can prove problematic if it is 

not explored and understood. We found that this was particularly true when there 

were cross sector differences. All of the pathfinders included further and higher 

education providers as well as arts organisations within the partnerships. In some 

cases the institutional contexts of the partners were particularly influential: 

 

‘The culture was different to that of arts organisations. The cultural sector is 

used to change – loose and fluid working – an HEI is predicated on stability. 

Partnership is outward looking and the culture of an HEI is perhaps inward 

looking?’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

This challenge of institutional contexts is also raised in the Final Evaluation Report, 

where different agendas and motivations for engaging had also emerged. The Final 

Evaluation Report also notes that some pathfinders brought individuals together who 

had not met or worked together before (even where their organisations may have 

other relationships). Further to this, pathfinders brought different types of 

organisations together who (interviewees felt) might not otherwise have engaged with 

each other.   

Given these challenges, the importance of good communication and dialogue also 

emerged as a strong success factor:  
 

‘We’ve also learnt about the value of ‘organisational glue’ and have spent a 

good part of the last two years talking to each other. It feels a little strange to 

say this – somehow is seems so obvious – but the talking bit is incredibly 

important, enabling us to network knowledge and develop joint strategy. So, in 



order to change what we do, we have to change how we do it – and be 

prepared to invest in it.’ (Pathfinder - Partner) 

 

Taking time and reflecting properly 
 

Partnerships take time as well as resource, as noted in the Interim Evaluation Report. 

Cross organisational working is hard: relationships and trust need to be built. This 

takes time and cannot be achieved without effort and dialogue. When this time was 

not taken, it had an impact on the development potential of the pathfinder:  

 

‘We didn’t take the time to explore why we were all there and what we could 

bring to the table. We didn’t get to know one another properly at the onset.’ 

(Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

Even when the partners had worked together previously, cohesion still took time:  

 

‘Whilst all the pathfinder members knew of each other and may have worked 

with one or more partners previously, this was the first time we had worked 

together as a group. This meant that Tuckman’s ‘forming, storming, norming 

and performing’ team development model was very much in evidence during 

the project, as we attempted to bring together representatives from 

organisations of different scales, artforms and internal cultures around a 

common goal.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

In the Final Evaluation Report, there is also some discussion of pathfinders who 

found partners could sometimes be less engaged than shared structures might 

suggest, and that significant work was required to get partners involved in particular 

areas of activity.  

 

Several pathfinders reflected that taking the right amount of time felt like a luxury but 

realised that it was essential: 

 

‘It is challenging for funders to fund something and let people look at each 

other for two years.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 



 

Interestingly, all pathfinders extended the original timescale of the intervention as the 

initial steps took much longer than anticipated. It is also interesting to note that in all 

pathfinder programmes time was taken out of activity at different stages in the 

programmes to create breathing space and reflection time before moving forward.  

The importance of taking time to develop trust and knowledge also applied to the 

cross pathfinder partnership working. This took some time to develop but was open 

and generous by the end of the initiative. 

 

Shared values and visions 
 

Time spent at the onset exploring different ways of working within organisations 

would have helped eradicate some of the problems around culture and working 

processes. This would also have helped to develop relationships and clarity around 

vision: 

 

‘One of the challenges presented by collaborative working, is creating a 

shared vision which will keep partners actively engaged during the life of the 

project and beyond. In our situation, differing expectations at an individual and 

organisational level, changes in staffing and external workload pressures all 

impacted on the levels of engagement by pathfinder members at various 

points during the project.’(Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

‘Being value driven and aligning this to your own organisation is important in 

partnership development. Shared values have helped us to conquer the 

challenges of the partnership’s potential threat to their business models. We 

are not in direct competition with one another.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

‘sometimes we have quite difficult discussions – because we don’t always 

agree about everything all of the time – [but] there is a base line, an ethical set 

of values we all subscribe [to] in terms of how we would approach strategy…’ 

(Pathfinder – Core Team) (Final Evaluation Report).  

 



A further issue to emerge in the establishment of the partnerships was that of brand. 
There is often tension around the individual brands of partners in collaborative 

working. Will the partnership dilute the individual brands of the partners?  

 

The ArtWorks brand became the dominant brand for the partnership rather than that 

of the lead organisation and it is interesting that there is a wish to maintain the brand 

beyond the period of the funding in almost all pathfinders. 

 

‘My employer gave me permission to work like an outside organisation with 

the ArtWorks brand and this has been a key success factor for the 

programme. It was unprecedented for my organisation which is usually so 

brand focused. I introduce myself as ArtWorks and not my employer.’ 

(Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

Initial nervousness about the impact of the partnership on their own business and 

trading models affected several partners: 

 

‘We realised quite quickly that this was not an issue. The value added has 

outweighed this. Our members appear to have appreciated the permeability 

and the generosity. We are making a more generous offer to the sector’ 

(Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

A rationale for working together 
 

The process of working collaboratively is complex and because of the time it takes to 

ensure partnerships are solid, it can often be more efficient to work alone: 

 

‘Is there a problem that takes more than one person to solve? If not, go away 

and do it alone. If it does take more, partnership is the answer.’ (Pathfinder - 

Partner) 

 

‘It can be more efficient to undertake something alone but arguably more 

effective to do it together.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 



The collaborative process means pooling assets between partners and this adds 

value and creates leverage and strength: 

 

‘Enter into a partnership with what you are going to give rather than what you 

are going to get.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

When resources, knowledge and skills were maximised across the partnership this 

proved effective. Importantly, this building on blocks that were already there was an 

inherently sustainable model:   

 

‘We stood on the shoulders of our own giants – we built on our existing good 

practice in this area of work.’ (Pathfinder - Partner) 

 

‘The learning is embedded and so are the assets we have developed. Our 

ways of working and thinking have changed and that is all embedded. There is 

growing connectedness within the institutions and we are seeing the benefits 

of this in enhanced provision for artists at different career stages.’ (Pathfinder - 

Partner) 

 

The Final Evaluation Report suggests that ‘a pragmatic approach to partnership’ is 

apparent in some of the pathfinders, where partnerships have focused clearly on 

different partners bringing different things to the table (dha & Institute for Cultural 

Practices, 2015). The report also discusses the range of different ways in which 

partners and others have been involved, from Project Leads and Project Managers 

through to partners who have led/designed, co-led/co-designed, participated and 

contributed to research and events (dha & Institute for Cultural Practices, 2015). This 

spectrum reveals a range of rationales for getting involved in the roles which partners 

play.  

 

For most partners, ArtWorks was a channel for things they wanted to do anyway and 

where partners already had a focus on professional development for artists. Often 

the results were seamless between ArtWorks and their core work.  

 

 



Leadership and dedicated resources 
 

The leadership of each of the pathfinders was different and this has generated 

learning on two levels: the organisational and the individual. 

 

In relation to organisational leadership, it is clear that the lead organisation in the 

partnership must align with the ethos and the purpose of the partnership. By this, we 

mean that there is a need for alignment between the aspiration of the lead 

organisation and that of the work being undertaken.  

 

In the case of Guildhall Barbican, the synergy between what the two organisations 

were trying to achieve and the philosophy of the ArtWorks programme provided an 

opportunity to embed new ways of working within the newly merged organisational 

functions. This brought together creative learning, artistic programming and the 

Guildhall provision under one umbrella. 

 

With Navigator, the fact that the lead organisation already had significant experience 

of leading partnerships and collaborations was important, as much learning had 

already accrued and there was an existing relationship between the partners. 

Dispersed leadership within the partnership was encouraged and played to strengths 

and experience and supported capacity building:  

 

‘It’s never been about control, it couldn’t be.’ (Pathfinder – Core Team) 

 

This notion of dispersed leadership is important as within large partnerships there is 

a need to maintain engagement. Where it was lacking it affected engagement and 

motivation.  

 

However, having dedicated staff is essential for partnerships to work. In addition to 

leadership, it is clear that complex partnerships require dedicated facilitation and 

management. Two of the pathfinders appointed project managers at the start and 

one appointed an external facilitator. Two pathfinders appointed project/ partnership 

managers as the programme progressed in complexity: 

 



‘Her role has brought capacity in this area and we wish we had put this in 

place from the beginning – we have learned that this needs to be prioritised in 

future partnership projects.’(Pathfinder – Lead) 

 

‘We learned about the importance of having a Project Manager as ‘glue’ – her 

priority is to Navigator not to one of the partners and that is crucial.’ 

(Pathfinder – Lead) 

 

It has also been clear that this role needs to be outward facing. Whilst the leadership 

of the partnership appears to need to be ‘rooted’ in the accountable partner, the 

benefit of having an outward facing role which is seen as independent of the lead 

partner has been a major learning for the pathfinders: 

 

‘It needed the embedded role as well as the externally facing role which 

brought more organisational independence.’ (Pathfinder – Lead) 

 

‘It has allowed us to shine a light back into the organisation from an evidence 

base created on the ground.’ (Pathfinder – Lead) 

 

This was of particular importance to Creative Scotland as the project lead of 

ArtWorks Scotland: 

 

‘Half in the funder and half out has been useful. The association with Creative 

Scotland gives status but ArtWorks Scotland was also seen as itself, one step 

removed. This was facilitated by having a project lead within Creative Scotland 

and a project manager who was freelance and on the ground.’ (Pathfinder – 

Lead) 

 

Personal development 
 

At an individual level, there is evidence that partnership working has built capacity 

and developed skills. The Final Evaluation Report similarly notes that individuals 

‘reported getting a lot out of engaging with various activities’ and that in many cases 

the pathfinder relationships had enabled a different kind of relationship with the 



Project Lead organisation than would otherwise have been the case (dha & Institute 

for Cultural Practices, 2015).  

 

The project leads of the pathfinders are at different career stages and operate at 

different levels within their organisations. The opportunity for co-learning in a peer to 

peer situation has been significant: 

 

‘The impact on me personally has been enormous, the support of peers 

through the Action Learning Sets has given me the confidence to take some 

major steps...’  (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

‘You’re not going to send me off on a course at this stage in my career. 

Instead, I benefitted from the opportunity to reflect and refine with peers and 

colleagues.’ (Pathfinder – Partner) 

 

In terms of skills and experience, it is also apparent that where the project and 

partnership management has been most effective, there was a strong working 

knowledge of the partners, the context and the sector. The competencies, qualities 

and attributes that lead to systemic thinking, the ability to cross organisational 

boundaries and work in a porous and flexible way were referred to as qualities 

needed for multi-partner working. 

 

5 Beyond the pathfinders 
 
The value of partnerships extends beyond the delivery of collaborative action and 

projects to such things as widened networks and brand association. Networks and 

events brought together artists, arts organisations, commissioners, employers and 

training providers interested in supporting participative practice. Extensive 

consultation and engagement in research meant that many more people were 

engaged in the processes as the partnerships reached out to their communities of 

interest. 

 

The Final Evaluation Report notes the value which partners reported in having 

opportunity to ‘get together with peers and actors from elsewhere in the sector or 



‘system’, to learn and exchange ideas’ (dha et al, 2015). The pathfinder models, 

included in Appendix A to this report, identifies some of the relationships between 

original bid or delivery partners and partnerships, and the wider engagement of 

different groups.  

 

The Final Evaluation Report also includes some reflections on working across the 

different pathfinders. Initially, partners found this difficult to do, particularly in terms of 

trying to understand and appreciate each other’s programmes and activities. 

However, pathfinders were clear about the value of this process of exchange: 

 

‘On a ground level basis just to be made to get together, in some senses, to 

share what you are doing, articulate it, justify it and not just through report 

writing but speaking round the table – exploring ideas and possibilities 

together and just interrogating each other’s work – you know as well as 

anyone the time it took for us to get out from our own cells – it has happened 

quite naturally and really helpful and made it more impactful as well.’ 

(Pathfinder – Core Team) (Final Evaluation Report) 

 

‘I’ve found that very refreshing, to be having kind of one foot in [Pathfinder 

lead organisation], and um, one foot, connected to this other approach. And I 

think that’s the approach that I’ve drawn back into the programme actually.’ 

(Pathfinder – Core Team) (Final Evaluation Report).  

Apart from the pathfinder programmes, ArtWorks also supported several 

developmental projects that also were premised on partnership and this created new 

relationships and some sustainable working partnerships. 

 
 
6 Considerations 
 

‘Collective agency is much more impactful than individual action.’ (Pathfinder – 

Partner) 

 

ArtWorks was designed to impact on the development opportunities available to 

artists working in participatory settings. It was an ambitious programme that achieved 



a great deal. We used action research, partnerships and collaborative working to 

attempt to generate systemic change in provision. Despite the limitations on our 

achievements in the four year period, by working with more than 100 partners, we 

have learned a great deal about what works and what is less effective. We explored 

different types of partnerships, learnt a great deal about what supports effective 

partnerships and collaborative working and have generated new and sustainable 

partnerships across the UK that will hopefully continue to support this area of work. 

 

We learned that funding helps to encourage partnership working and this is a key 

message for funders from our learning. If partnership and collaboration can 

strengthen the sector, then we need to be establishing the conditions for this and 

supporting and encouraging it through funding programmes. 

 

Partnerships and collaborative working across the system is challenging but a better 

cross sector conversation has begun. Hopefully this will generate more aligned 

understanding and better provision for artists, employers, commissioners, further and 

higher education providers. This can only benefit the participants who sit at the heart 

of the practice.   
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Appendix A – Pathfinder models 
 



ArtWorks Cymru
Partners, inputs and 
sites of interven�on/
influence

Developing Community of Prac�ce

ArtWorks 
Cymru – core team

Project Lead 
(WNO Max Director)

ArtWorks Cymru – Bid and Delivery Partnership
Partners contribute to research design, 

ge�ng research samples, 
dissemina�on and design of events

Partner
University 

of Glamorgan
Co-lead on HE/FE 

Symposium

Funder/
Policy-Maker
Arts Council 

Wales

Venues
Venues/ partners 

for conference 
and ‘Pu�ng it Into 

Prac�ce Events’ 

Partner
Sherman Cymru

Provides project for 
Ac�on Learning Group, 

site of interven�on

Partner
Streetwise 

Opera

Partner
Na�onal Dance 
Company Wales

Provides project for 
Ac�on Learning Group, 

site of interven�on Partner
Head for Arts 

Provides project for 
Ac�on Learning Group, 

site of interven�on

Partner
Community Music 

Wales
Provides project for 

Ac�on Learning Group, 
site of interven�on

Gavin Porter, 
freelance 
consultant

Partner
Community 

Dance 
Wales

Eleanor Sellers, 
freelance 
consultant

Annabel Jackson, 
freelance 
consultant

Funded event and engaged in legacy discussions

Contrib
u�ng/fu

nded 

to su
pport e

vents

Co-ow
ner of 

specific ac�vity

Co-owner of 
specific ac�vity

Co-owner 

of specific 

ac�vity

Contra
cted on sp

ecific re
search projects

Contracted to facilitate partners and evaluate

Contracted to produce online video content

Co
-o

w
ne

r 
of

 sp
ec

ifi
c a

c�
vit

y

Welsh Na�onal Opera
Provides project for Ac�on Learning 

Group, ins�tu�onal context and 
site of specific interven�on

Par�cipants and Contributors
Ar�sts, students, HEIs and training providers, producers, arts organisa�ons, other employers and commissioners, members of the public

Engagement in a range of specific ac�vi�es run by Artworks Cymru, site of interven�on



ArtWorks London
Inputs and sites of interven�on/influence

Internal Repor�ng
Barbican and Guildhall senior staff

Contracted for specific ac�vity

Co-owner of specific ac�vity

Leader of specific ac�vity, site of interven�on/solu�on

Par�cipants in exis�ng 
programmes

Students, members of the public, 
ar�sts, arts organisa�ons and others 

involved in exis�ng BG ac�vity 
Provided test bed 

for  interven�ons/models, 
is the basis for the 

‘Golden Thread’ 
proposi�on

Campus Partners
LSO, BBC Symphony Orchestra, 

Serious, Cheek by Jowl, Michael Clark 
Company and Boy Blue Entertainment

Limited formal links, but poten�al 
for long-term influence

Local/regional partners
City of London Corpora�on, CREATE 
(Olympic Host Boroughs Fes�val), 

East London Boroughs 
and Hackney Learning Trust

Limited formal links, but poten�al 
for long-term influence

Developing Community of Prac�ce

Crea�ve Learning 
Department

Repor�ng 
and
ins�tu�onal
valida�on

ArtWorks 
London – core team

Project Lead (Director of Crea�ve Learning)
Project Manager

Collabora�ve Doctoral Student

Par�cipants and 
Contributors

Ar�sts, students, HEIs and other 
training providers, 

producers, arts organisa�ons, 
other employers and commissioners, 

members of the public
Engagement in a range of specific 

ac�vi�es run 
by ArtWorks London

Peter Renshaw, 
consultant

Trinity Laban

Significant 
Contributors

ICA, Ned Glasier, Entelechy, 
OPAN partners, 

Open School East

Le
ad

in
g/

co
-o

w
ni

ng
 

of
 sp

ec
ifi

c a
c�

vit
y, 

in
 

so
m

e 
ca

se
s s

ite
 o

f 

in
te

rv
en

�o
n/

so
lu

�o
n

Barbican and Guildhall School of Music and Drama – 
ins�tu�onal context and site of specific interven�ons, 

models and solu�ons 

Background/Ongoing Ac�vi�es and Communi�es

Royal Holloway

HE Partners
Central 

St Mar�ns

ArtWorks 
Delivery partners

MOTIROTI, Spitalfields Music, 
Hi8us South and Hofesh Schechter
Limited formal links beyond where 

specified, but poten�al for 
long-term influence

A New 
Direc�on

Contracted for specific ac�vity



ArtWorks Navigator
Inputs and sites of interven�on
/influence

ArtWorks 
Navigator – core team

Project Lead (Founda�on for Community Dance)
Project Manager (fixed term appointment)

ArtWorks Navigator – Bid 
and Delivery Consor�um

Partners all contribute to Ar�sts Labs, 
Bibliography, CoPKit development, 

audits of Navigator CPD

Community 
of writers

site of influence/
interven�on 
and benefit

Partners exis�ng/ongoing/special 
programmes, ac�vi�es, member services, 

projects, representa�ve responsibili�es, events 
and networksIns�tu�onal contexts 

and site of specific interven�ons
Consor�um 

Partner
Na�onal Associa�on 

of Writers in Educa�on
Lead on NAWE Ar�sts Lab 

and a range of other 
areas including audit 

of peer learning

Consor�um 
Partner

SoundSense
Lead on SoundSense

 Ar�sts Lab and 
a range of other 
areas including 

CopKit
Consor�um 

Partner
Engage

Lead on a range 
of areas

Community 
of employing 

organisa�ons and visual 
ar�sts, prac��oners, 
educators and others

site of influence/
interven�on 
and benefitCommunity 

of visual ar�sts
site of influence/

interven�on 
and benefit

Developing Community of Prac�ce

Consor�um 
Partner

A+ 
(partnership between 

a-n and ArtQuest)
Lead on a range 

of areas

Par�cipants and Contributors
Ar�sts, students, HEIs and training providers, producers, arts organisa�ons, other employers and commissioners

Engagement in a range of specific ac�vi�es run by Artworks Navigator, site of interven�on

Consor�um 
Partner

Founda�on for 
Community Dance
Lead on FCD Ar�sts 

Lab and a range 
of other areas 

Co-Leads 
on Visual Arts 

Ar�sts Lab 

Community 
of dancers and dance 

prac��oners 
site ofinfluence/

interven�on 
and benefit

Community 
of musicians

site of influence/
interven�on 
and benefit



ArtWorks North East
Inputs and sites of interven�on/
influence

ArtWorks North 
East core team

Project Lead 
(Associate Dean)
Project Manager

 (fixed term contract)

ArtWorks North East – 
Bid and Delivery Partnership

Individual pathfinders led on development 
of focus groups, Cri�cal Conversa�ons. 
Partners worked in sub-groups on short 

course development, website, 
learning materials, events. 

Partner
Live Theatre Partner

Northern 
Stage

Partner
New Wri�ng 

North

Partner
Na�onal Glass 

Centre

Developing Community of Prac�ce

Par�cipants and Contributors
Ar�sts, students, HEIs and training providers, producers, arts organisa�ons, other employers and commissioners

Engagement in a range of specific ac�vi�es run by ArtWorks North East

Ideonic 
and Ki Media,

web developers/
consultants

Partner
BALTIC

Funded for 
producing 
learning 
materials

Project Partner
Tyne & Wear 
Care Alliance

Project 
Partner
AGCAS

Partner
Helix Arts

Funded for Audit 
and Cri�cal 

Conversa�ons 
Report

Partner
Regional Youth 

Work Unit

Partner
The Sage Gateshead

Funded for peer-
assisted learning and 

PALS scheme

Project/
Legacy Partner

Cultural Spring (CPP)
Pilo�ng short 

courses further

Sheila Spencer 
consultant 
researcher

Partner
Tyneside Cinema

Partnered 
on CDA bid

University of Sunderland
Range of involvement from other staff, including:

Alex Pheby – Subject focus groups
Caroline Mitchell and Alex Lockwood – Percep�ons Research

Caroline Mitchell – Analysis of Research

 Ins�tu�onal context and site of interven�on, 
models and solu�ons

Susan 
Priestly,  

consultant 
evaluator

Co
nt

ra
ct

ed
 on

 sp
ec

ifi
c r

es
ea

rc
h 

pr
oj

ec
ts

Co-owning specific ac�vity; site of interven�on

Leading of specific project and siteof interven�on

Contracted for specific project

Contracted for specific project

Leading for specific project

Leading on sp
ecific project

Partn
er

 on sp
ec

ific p
ro

jec
t

Leading of specific project 

and site of interven�onPartner
Equal Arts

Funded for Crea�ve 
Ageing Network, 

with project 
partner



ArtWorks Scotland
Partners, inputs and sites 
of interven�on/influence

ArtWorks 
Scotland – core team

Project Lead 
(Development Officer)

Project Manager 
Freelance researcher 

(project specific)

Por�olio Manager, Educa�on, 
Learning and Young People

and other Crea�ve Scotland
senior management repor�ng and

ins�tu�onal valida�on

Individuals and 
Organisa�ons funded 
by Crea�ve Scotland

Developing Community of Prac�ce

Peer to Peer 
Networks 

Range of funded art-form 
or prac�ce-specific 
networks of ar�sts

Fiona Dean, 
freelance 
researcher

Skillset 
Advisory Group

Range of HE and FE 
providers, ar�sts, 

commissioners 
and employers
Project specific 

involvement

Bid 
Development Partners 

Royal Conservatoire 
of Scotland, Glasgow School 

of Art, Na�onal Theatre 
of Scotland, Sco�sh 

Book Trust.
Bid development only

Umbrella 
Ar�orms Group

engage Scotland, Sco�sh 
Book Trust, YDance, Sco�sh 

Dance Theatre, 
Federa�on of Sco�sh Theatre, 
Glasgow Film Theatre, Sco�sh 

Tradi�onal Music Forum. 
Limited involvement 

in year 1

Consilium, 
consultants

Crea�ve Scotland 
– ins�tu�onal context and 

site of specific interven�ons, 
models and solu�ons

Events Partners
Providing venues 

and audiences/other 
support for events 

and conferences
Event specific 
involvement

HE/FE 
Placement Pilots

Seven pilots led by 
HE/FE organisa�ons

Mentoring 
Pilots

Five pilots led 
by arts 

organisa�ons

Sco�sh 
Mentoring 

Network, partner 
in specific 

project

HE/FE 
Placement Pilots

Seven pilots led by 
HE/FE organisa�ons

Funded for and leading on specific ac�vity

Funded for and leading on specific ac�vity

Fu
nded

 fo
r a

nd le
ading on sp

ec
ific a

c�
vit

y

Fu
nd

ed
 to

 
un

de
rt

ak
e 

sp
ec

ifi
c 

ac
�v

ity

Contracted for specific  ac�vity

Advise on specific ac�vity

Contracted for specific ac�vity

Leading/co-owning specific ac�vity, 

sites of interven�on and solu�ons

Crea�ve Scotland 
– ins�tu�onal context and 

site of specific interven�ons, 
models and solu�ons

Par�cipants and Contributors
Ar�sts, students, HEIs and training providers, producers, arts organisa�ons, other employers and commissioners

Engagement in a range of specific ac�vi�es run by Artworks Navigator, site of interven�on



Paul Hamlyn Foundation

Paul Hamlyn (1926–2001) was a publisher, businessman and philanthropist who was  
concerned about social injustice and disadvantage – particularly as it affected children and  
young people, and those ‘outsiders’ seeking to integrate into British society. In 1987 he  
set up the Paul Hamlyn Foundation for general charitable purposes, and on his death he  
bequeathed the majority of his estate to the Foundation, making it one of the UK’s largest  
independent grant-making organisations.

The mission of the Foundation is to maximise opportunities for individuals to realise their  
potential and to experience and enjoy a better quality of life.

www.phf.org.uk 
@phf_uk

ArtWorks

ArtWorks: Developing Practice in Participatory Settings is a PHF Special Initiative working  
to improve participatory practice in the arts. It focuses on workforce development, seeking  
to improve training and development infrastructure for artists at different stages of their careers. 
The initiative began in 2010/11 and continues to the end of 2014/15.

www.artworksphf.org.uk 
@artworksphf

Paul Hamlyn Foundation
5–11 Leeke Street
London WC1X 9HY

Tel: 020 7812 3300
Fax: 020 7812 3310
Email: information@phf.org.uk
www.phf.org.uk Registered charity number 1102927
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